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On arriving in the final two months of 2016, it was clear that St Mary’s had done a
great deal during the interregnum. The fruitfulness of the congregation over the
last year is a reminder that the Church is not the clergy, but the whole people of
God, and each of us is called to be fruitful for the Kingdom of God. St Mary’s has
been doing this despite the challenges and difficulties that it has faced during the
last year. The congregation has grown, the finances are in better heart than anticipated and work has been done to implement the Mission Action Plan. This is a
reflection of the commitment and hard work of the people of St Mary’s, not least
those whose reports make up the bulk of this review. Thank you to all of you for
your gift of yourselves and your time to St Mary’s.
2016 has been a time of significant change for all of us. It has been good to join you
and I look forward to getting to know you all better and sharing together in God’s
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service in the years to come. St Paul in his first letter to the Corinthians tell us
that the church is a body and each of us are like the different organs and members
of the body. We all have a part to play and each of us is essential to the health and
wellbeing of the whole. One of the most memorable conversations I had when I
first arrived was with someone who told me that he thought that St Mary’s was
like a hive of bees. Each person making their small contribution to create something wonderful. I think that this is a lovely image for our life together. I look forward to being regularly reminded of this when the first swarm is moved into the
beehives in the churchyard and St Mary’s honey starts to flow.
The Mission Action Plan (MAP) has continued to be implemented during the interregnum and since. The new lighting system has been installed in church and we are
looking forward to a new sound system. These improvements, along with the suggestions that came out of the consultation on improving the accessibility of St
Marys in February 2017, should help us to continue on the journey of making the
life of St Mary’s as open and welcoming as it can be to the whole community.
Other elements of the MAP that have been implemented since I arrived are the
introduction of seasonal orders of service at 11.15 am. Along with this has come
the introduction of liturgical singing to that service. This encourages the involvement of the youngest members of the congregation by using ‘call and response’
singing, which is easy to learn and participate in. It also provides a sound foundation for liturgical participation and congregational singing for all those new to the
church; whatever their age. It helps to draw those unfamiliar with the church into
the elements of the tradition of worship at St Mary’s that are particularly valued.
The small meeting room is ready for use and hopefully will encourage the development of small groups in the church. We will be consulting about a suitable name
for it shortly.
We have also begun work on a parish database, which should provide a sound
foundation for making the best use of modern methods of communication to support the mission of the parish going forward.
Finally I am delighted to be able to announce that we will shortly be advertising for
an Assistant Priest to work with me at St Mary’s. This was an aspiration of the
Mission Action Plan, which has been realised because of the generosity of the Bishop of Kingston and yourselves. The Bishop offered us a half time priest and St
Mary’s Church Committee felt able to agree to pay for the other half of the post
thanks to your giving. We expect the new person to start in the late summer or
early autumn. Please pray for the appointment panel and for the right person to
come forward.
The new priest will share in leading worship and preaching, and will start a new
midweek Common Worship Holy Communion service. The role will also involve
pastoral care, especially of the older members of the Church. We have an excel2
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lent group of volunteers who support the older members of our community. The
new priest will chair the pastoral committee and offer training and support to our
volunteers and encourage new people to be involved. They will have a responsibility for developing lay ministry in the parish. They will also develop our work with
the 16 to 25 year old age group, developing new groups and possibly new services
and going out to local secondary schools.
Having reviewed St Mary’s MAP I am planning to develop a MAP for the team. I
want to discern where God is calling us as a parish, and what the role of St Mary’s
and the other team churches is within that.
Archbishop William Temple famously said that the Church is the only organisation
that exists for the benefit of people who are not its members. We need to listen
to God and to hear together the whisperings of the Spirit deep in our hearts. We
can then act out of God’s love and power at work within us to continue to bear
the fruits of the Kingdom of God here in Wimbledon.
Mandy Hodgson

Church Committee
Officer’s Reports
Church Wardens’ Report on Fabric and Property
After almost a year of waiting for the DAC to confirm Daniel Benson as our new
inspecting and consultant architect, he now has approval and can undertake the
quinquennial inspection that was due to be done in the summer of 2016.
THE CHURCH
Now that we have an architect again, the checking for damp in the south gallery
wall can be done and hopefully the replastering can be undertaken.
We are fairly sure that the quinquennial report is going to highlight other parts of
the church which are also suffering from damp and we shall have to live with a few
more bare patches while walls are drying out. The roof and gullies have all been
checked and cleared so hopefully all causes of rainwater ingress have been eliminated.
The glass doors have been serviced and can be opened with more ease.
A wooden book rack has been put a the cross aisles to keep all the service booklets, pamphlets and occasional service sheets tidy.
The sound system is being reviewed and so far we have had recommendations and
quotes from one company. We shall now seek quotes from two others companies and the new committee will decide on the next step.
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The broken perspex screen that covers the upper part of the clock mechanism has
been replaced with three easily removable windows.
CHURCHYARD
Allan Duncan and his team of volunteers continue to maintain the churchyard to a
wonderfully high standard. We are also grateful to Robert MacDonald Watson for
keeping the grass under control, Angela Fox and her team for the beautiful flower
borders and Gregor Robertson, John Sweet and the boys from Kings for all their
hard work.
In the summer, the tall cedar tree in the north west corner of the churchyard was
struck by lightning and a large branch crashed onto the churchyard wall and also a
neighbouring house causing damage to the roof and garden. The cost of clearing
the broken branch and repairs to the damaged wall was covered by insurance. A
letter and token of apology was delivered to our neighbour. The damage to their
property was covered by their own insurance. As there were not enough salvageable dome-topped coping stones to finish the wall, some replacements were specially made through the generosity of our other neighbours at the Old Rectory.
We have permission from the LB Merton to carry out further work on the cedar
tree to reduce some of the weighty branches and also to trim back some other
trees whose branches are touching the church roof and 3, Arthur Road. We also
wish to fell a dangerous sycamore tree in the FH garden /nursery playground. We
have permission from the DAC / Archdeacon to start the work.

GARDEN HALL
Garden Hall continues to be as popular as ever and weekday bookings are virtually
at capacity. Many thanks to Jenny Micalapopoulos, Hannah Taylor, Morag Crichton
and of course, Caroline Revill for managing the bookings so efficiently and making
all the hall users feel so welcome.

Our current website was launched in September 2012 and so this Christmas it
received an 'upgrade' to specific elements of how it functions, including a new
church diary and changes to make browsing the website a better experience from
mobile devices. Mandy has re-instated uploading recordings of some sermons
alongside making the transcript available online, and this has received positive
feedback from some house-bound members of the congregation. The website has
also recently had further information added to it relating to activities for older
people, safeguarding and the Sunday School, and now has functionality to allow
the congregation to send their contact details for the Parish contact list online.
Thank you to those who help keep the site up to date by sending through suggestions and updated content. If you do have notices, photographs or information to
include on the website, please do send them to alastair@stmaryswimbledon.org.
Alastair Neilson
Parish Office and Administration
The Parish Office has had a particularly busy year providing much additional support during the interregnum to the wardens and the parish team clergy and
assisting in the transition for the incoming Rector. The office continues to be the
central hub for managing a huge range of email, telephone and walk in enquiries
together with the administration of weekly services, funerals, baptisms, weddings,
hall bookings and team meetings. The parish office also oversees maintenance of 3
church buildings, churchyard and 4 parish houses. Invaluable support is provided
by many volunteers including Lyndsey Duncan, Lynn Evans, Jenny
Michalacopoulos, Alastair Neilson and Gregor Robertson.
Caroline Revill

Plans are in place to replace the two cracked hand basins and defective hand dryers. The committee has approved plans to turn the far toilet cubicle into a wetroom shower for use during the winter night shelter. At all other times it will still
operate as a toilet.
The path leading to Garden Hall is to be widened to avoid people having to walk
on the muddy grass during the winter months.
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
A new lease for Oak Tree Nursery is now in operation For various reasons, the
building work to open up the church meeting room (the old library) has been
somewhat delayed but a builder has now been engaged and work should be done
in early April. The nursery will continue to use this room for storing their equip-
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Issues that need addressing before next year include: raising awareness of the importance of this activity within the St Mary’s calendar; setting up some prepayment
and prebooking, perhaps as a trial; trying to engage more people in the congregation as volunteers; and working out how to satisfy all users of the churchyard. Also to replace ourselves completely as organisers by 2019.
Mary Ann and Steven Turnbull

Communication

ment over the weekend but it does mean that we shall have a meeting room for
church use throughout the week.
NO.3, ARTHUR ROAD
The house is currently occupied by tenants; the lease expires in September 2017.
A working party has drawn up proposals for the best use of the Arthur Road site
to provide both clergy/caretaker accommodation and property to generate income. These proposals now form part of a parish-wide review of housing and
property.

Grapevine

CHURCH FIELD

The Grapevine magazine is the newsletter for St Mary's Church. Published quarterly, in both hard copy and electronically, it is available to all members of every
congregation through the cross-aisles, email and the website. With such a large
and varied congregation across many services, Grapevine acts as a vital communication piece linking all the strands of the church community. Grapevine's Editorial
Team consists of Melanie Fripp, Content Editor and Sonia Lodge, Design Editor
with regular contributions from Revd Mandy and Churchwardens, Elizabeth Broad
and John Bush.

The field seems to have had a lot of use this year due to a number of large funerals
requiring parking. However, Mary Ann has keep a watchful eye on the state of the
grass and hopefully it will be in fine condition for the tennis fortnight.

The newsletter aims to give updates on all aspects of parish life, combining roundups of key events at the church and details of upcoming activities with articles
from members of the congregation on experiences they have had including pilgrimages and experiencing Christian rituals in other parts of the globe. It also includes
regular features on St Mary's wider involvement in the community and a focus on
the wide range of volunteer activities.
Going forward we hope to become more proactive in our articles with a stronger
focus on upcoming activities and also have a more interactive version of the newsletter on the website. We will be focusing on widening our existing core list of
contributors and also have a link to Committee Meetings. We would also like to
include more regular features and look at how we can distribute the magazine
more effectively.

Repairs to the perimeter fence will be undertaken over the next few weeks.
PARISH OPERATIONS MANAGER AND CARETAKER
Caroline Revill continues to do a superb job as our Operations Manager, especially
with the added workload she took on during the interregnum. Lynn Coward continues to work part-time in the office which is of great help.
Gregor Robertson has been employed for several hours each week to carry out
maintenance jobs around the church, halls and churchyard. He has proved to be
invaluable.
Mr.Ken Cooper has just been appointed as part time caretaker/handyman. He will
work from 9am to 1pm every weekday and is on a three month probationary period. Ken was previously caretaker of the St. Michael’s Convent in Ham until the
convent moved out to Gerrards Cross.
INSPECTION
The annual inspection was carried out on Saturday 18th April by the Assistant Area Dean, Canon Jenny Thomas; everything was found to be in good order.

Melanie Fripp

THANKS

St Mary’s Website

The churchwardens are very grateful to the many volunteers who give so much of
their time and expertise in the upkeep of the church, churchyard and halls and in
supporting the spiritual and social life of St.Mary's.

The website continues to be a source of information and resources for a wide
range of different groups of people; for example regular members of the congregation seeking the weekly news sheet, potential external hall hirers checking hall
availability and those looking for details of weddings and baptisms. Accurate data is
difficult to obtain, but the tracking statistics suggest the website continues to receive in excess of 100 visitors a day.
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John Bush and Liz Broad
Treasurers Report
The year ended with greater than expected funds, with unrestricted activities of
£23,820, compared with a surplus of £68,445.
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Total unrestricted income was broadly comparable to the previous year. Overall
income is approximately £8,000 greater than 2015 which is a result of donations
received for Mary’s retirement and Chris’ leaving present.
Costs on unrestricted act cities were approximately £50,000 greater than 2015.
This is a result of a number of different factors which includes:
• Increased costs to the diocese as part of the parish support fund
• increase on service costs which includes gifts for Mary and Chris
• increased costs for visiting clergy during the interregnum
• additional administration costs and support costs in the office as part of the
interregnum
At 31 December 2016 the development fund stands at £280,911 and general reserves totals £301,673.
2017
The planned giving received totals £31,807 (up until 5 th March). This is slightly
under budget and will be monitored throughout the year.
All other activities are in line with budget.
Repairs and maintenance includes an amount paid for £2,400 to AD Flooring Limited and insurance for the year totals £9,665.
Kezia York
Planned Giving Report
Our planned giving receipts – comprising donations under standing order, the
weekly envelope scheme, Charities Aid Fund and Charities Trust, together, where
relevant, with the related tax recoveries under Gift Aid were as follows:
2016

2015

194,572

184,725

Unrestricted donations—no tax(eg CAF and CT)

23,610

23,731

Gift Aid Recoverable

48,643

46,181

266,825

254,837

Unrestricted donations attracting Gift Aid

Total Planned Giving

Tennis parking 2016
St Mary’s set up its usual car park operation during the Championships in 2016.
The weather had been very poor beforehand and there was some anxiety about
the condition of the Field. Fortunately it dried out enough and we were able to
open for all 13 planned days of play, and the unexpected play on the Middle Sunday.
We took £39,020. There was also the IMG (Live@Wimbledon) payment of
£1,500, for its transmitter installed in the tower and 2 dedicated parking spots,
making a total of £40,520. We were also able to help AELTC beforehand when its
contractors’ car park flooded, and thanks must go to John Bush who negotiated an
excellent deal (not in these figures).

Taking out the Middle Sunday takings, this figure was down on the previous year.
This was due to a number of factors: more use of public transport, pre-booked
parking facilities elsewhere and larger cars.
The churchyard is always a busy place, and was a headache to control, when regular users ignored requests to use alternative arrangements. We had no problems
with Nursery staff who obeyed instructions, but many of its clients and those using
Garden Hall were less amenable about changes in their routines.
Parking for congregations for all services on both Sundays was organised, and although advice was put in the pewsheets beforehand, a few people still complained.
It would not be right to single out any names from the 120+ volunteers. 14 of
those took on whole or part days “in charge”. The remainder of the 190 shifts (2
-3 hours) were filled, eventually. Many people did two shifts, some three, and a few
wonderful people did four. When play on the Middle Sunday was announced, 12
people volunteered immediately, but it remains very difficult to get cover on
weekend days.
There were only 15 new names on the list of volunteers, quite a few of whom are
not churchgoers. The average age is increasing, and only 2 people from the 1115
congregation presented as new volunteers this year. Also, people seemed less
committed and there were more no-shows and last minute cancellations (some
football championships related) by volunteers.

In addition £7,786 was received in relation to Baptisms and Weddings (2015:
£7,637) and contributions to the Development Fund, which is restricted as to its
use, amounted to £15,069 (2015: £16,860) inclusive of tax recoverable.

Volunteers and customers commented on the changed charitable arrangements,
but otherwise things on the field ran smoothly on all the weekdays. It was not so
smooth in the churchyard.

2016 is the peak year following our successful appeal in 2015; the equivalent Total
Planned Giving in 2014 was £215,193. From now on our income will fall. As I
have said in previous years many of our most generous donors are aged over 75

The ends of the days were also challenging. Although there were only a couple of
nights with late play under the roof, customers did not leave as promptly as before. The target of locking the gate on an emptied field at 10pm was not achieved
once.

6
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The new church lighting is more energy-efficient and will be helping to reduce the
church’s carbon footprint.

and sadly, in the first 3 months of 2017 our regular annual income has already fallen by about £9,000 mainly through deaths.

There was a green group table at the Family Fun Day as part of the Patronal Festival. There were various activities including crocus-planting and awareness-raising
information.

Given our commitment to the Diocese for 2017 of £231,000 and our intention to
recruit an Assistant Priest to work with Mandy, of whose employment and housing
we will have to bear half the cost (the Diocese having agreed to bear half) we will
need to start planning for another appeal, probably next Spring with the aim of
balancing our books which will almost certainly be in deficit in 2017.

Juliet Boyd
Christian Aid Week
Several members of the congregation were in the team of helpers at the car boot
sale which was enjoyed by the local community and raised £1447. More people
helped with the house-to-house collection which raised a further £4712.

Juliet Boyd
Wimbledon Foodbank Report
Wimbledon Foodbank works with families who are in crisis in the Merton area.
For example, families who are coping with the day-to-day financial demands, until a
crisis arises such as a broken boiler or a delay in benefits, could leave the family
unable to feed themselves. The Foodbank will provide these families with three
days of food and signpost them to the frontline professionals who can help solve
the crisis.
From April 2016 – January 2017 St Mary’s has donated an extremely generous
745.8 kg of food. In the last 2 years, food donations have amounted to over 100
tons and fed 7,500 people.
Siobhan Holmes
Traidcraft
Traidcraft’s mission is to fight poverty through trade, practising and promoting
approaches to trade that help poor people in developing countries transform their
lives. To support this mission there is a regular stall at Sunday morning coffee selling a range of fairly traded items from Traidcraft. Items stocked are mainly consumable items such as chocolate, tea, coffee, dried fruit and household goods.
There is a limited stock of craft goods and I would like to encourage more church
members to buy these so that more can be stocked. For more information please
contact Lawrence Davies on 8947 5092.’
Lawrence Davies
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I want to thank Margaret Swain for her stalwart work helping me with the recording of our income and preparing the monthly Gift Aid claims; I’m always learning
from her new tricks on the computer! She and I alone are privy to the names of
donors and the amounts they give.

This year we have completed the change of bank from NatWest to Handelsbanken
which is now running very smoothly. Our thanks are due to Donald Broad, Peter
Stevens, Margaret, and Una Whicheloe for carrying out the weekly banking of Sunday collections including the envelopes. They never fail!
But the most important thanks go to you, our congregation, for honouring your
pledges and keeping the income flowing.
Roger Chadder
Church Committee Secretary’s Report
The Church Committee met six times during the year. The main matters discussed were:
• Property issues, especially those related to the Lighting Project, Garden
Hall and general maintenance issues
• 3 Arthur Road and the Church Properties working party
• Fellowship House, particularly the nursery renewal
• Tennis fortnight
• Church Finances and change of banks
• Parish Support fund pledge
• Harvest Festival
• Planned Giving Appeal
• Interregnum
• New Rector/Induction
• Annual Charitable giving
• Music at St Mary’s and sponsorship of Choral and organ scholars
• Carols in the Field and the Family Fun Day
• Safeguarding, in particular the audit of safeguarding practice, implementation
of policies and training to ensure safeguarding best practice is followed
• Creche – update of current toy stock
7

•

Social Responsibility

Recruitment of Assistant Priest.

Siobhan Holmes
Electoral Roll Report
The new total number of names on the Roll is 730.
(This comes from the 2016 figure of 697 plus 46 additions less 13 deletions ie a
net increase of 33).
Anthony Gubbins
Safeguarding Report
Over the last year a substantial amount of safeguarding work has been undertaken, based on the Safeguarding Audit of Practice (drafted by TH and PB, dd. Feb
2016), which was approved at the PCC of April 2016. In addition to the recommendations, we have added a Safeguarding Section on the St. Mary's website
(under tab community) which is a very useful resource of all safeguarding information, policies, template forms and key contact details.
COMPLETED RECOMMENDATIONS:
Set up a clear reporting structure and annual review process for safeguarding for
the church, which in turn reports to the parish.
Set up an electronic file on the church’s admin system, or via an icloud, accessible
by key people, ie incumbent, safeguarding officers, churchwardens, to store all
safeguarding matters
Identify a person (eg church safeguarding officer) to be responsible for maintaining the single register, ensuring that renewal checks are carried out systematically, in addition to all new checks
Implement Safer Recruitment processes, including basic job descriptions, with
immediate effect for all newly appointed officers and volunteers; for existing officers/volunteers, undertake a ‘back-filling’ exercise to close any gaps in appointments

Merton Winter Night Shelter
This year’s Night Shelter opened it’s doors at the beginning of December. In our
first week we accommodated 12 guests; 1 woman and 11 men of whom, 5 were
English, 1 Greek and 6 Polish.
New to the shelter this year was the service of the Green Light Medical Van, a
team of excellent volunteer medics who came to the shelter several times. On
one occasion, they brought with them a team of young hairdressers from a London salon. Our guests really appreciated the individual attention.

By January, the weather had turned very cold and numbers in the shelter were up
to 14. This year has seen a wide age range from our youngest guest of 19 years to
the more mature.
The project co-ordinators, Nicki Zisman & Krysia Kocsia organized support for
our guests, ranging from GP registrations, assisting with CV’s and job applications
to enrolling guests on courses with Crisis Skylight. Alice Fookes also regularly
attended on a Wednesday evening to teach English to those guests who wanted
help to improve their language skills.
As in previous years, our guests spent Christmas week at CRISIS. Kings College
School kindly leant us one of their mini buses again to take our group to and from
the Winter Residential Centre at Crisis.
The AELTC invited our whole guest group for lunch and a tour of the grounds,
which everyone thoroughly enjoyed. The shelter is so appreciated by our guests
but it remains hard to find work, study, find somewhere to live, attend appointments etc. It’s a real gift to have something that everyone can look forward to all
together.
This year has resulted in a range of very positive outcomes for our guests, with
increased movement, many moved on into accommodation. Overall, of the total
31 guests who made use of the shelter, 26 are now housed.

Publish Risk Assessment Templates for all church activities involving children or
vulnerable adults

All of our guests appreciate the work, time, generosity and kindness shown by the
volunteers without whom none of this would be possible.

Compile a ‘key information’ sheet for all children/ vulnerable adults group leaders
containing contact details and other essential information.

Jane Bush

Ensure leaders of children’s/ vulnerable adults’ groups have undertaken basic
safeguarding training and that this is recorded
Put in place a church or parish-wide safeguarding training event for volunteers
Produce a safeguarding ‘pack’ for all new church officers and volunteers
8

The Environment
A few people from St Mary’s took part in the worldwide campaign, Pray and Fast
for the Climate, in support of the summit in Paris in December 2015. This continued at the beginning of 2016, ending with an ecumenical bring and share supper to
celebrate the agreement.
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I like to organise a get-together once a year and we usually gather early in the
New Year for drinks.
I have requested several times over the last few years that there be a professional
“deep clean” of the church. This has not been possible due to various ongoing
works i.e. organ, spire renovation, electrical works, new lights etc. There are obviously areas we cannot reach such as windows and high ledges. The other area
which is in need of attention is the upstairs gallery. I realise that this not used very
often and a serious make-over may be expensive. However, the flooring does need
attention as the carpet is now very worn and is coming away in places.
If there is an opportunity to have a one off professional clean of the church and it
can be included in the budget I feel it would be well worthwhile.

Anita Wilson
Churchyard Gardening
Under the supervision of one of their teachers, on a Friday afternoon the King
College students continue to help out in the garden. Up to 12 boys will spend an
hour taking care of any tasks that are required around the churchyard.
Following a break in some time ago, the shed door has now been fully repaired
and the stolen mower and strimmer have now been replaced. We now have a full
compliment of two good mowers and two strimmers enabling the team to maximise their efforts on a Saturday.

Last Autumn we worked hard on the “new churchyard” clearing out all the brambles and weeds so that we can now keep on top of this loverly part of the churchyard.
The perimeter fence round the field has now been repaired as there were many
broken parts, including one section that had been unscrewed to enable easier access from the pavement for, presumably, dog walkers.
The field itself has now grown back and repaired itself nicely following a particularly busy and muddy day last Autumn. This has been due to the controlled positioning of cars on the mats under the grass and the avoidance of cars on very wet
days. This is something that has to be monitored throughout the year in order to
keep the field in good condition for the Wimbledon fortnight at the end of June.
The sheer volume of debris from bushes, trees, leaves etc in the Autumn has led
to a very large pile at the north end of the churchyard, this is being slowly burned
and spread and will have disappeared by May as we have been requested to
“remove” it so that the church can be accessed for a wedding from the private
garden at the rear of the church.
Allan Duncan
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The Diocese Safeguarding Audit has been carried out and submitted to the Diocese of Southwark in March 2017. Following on from the audit and the renewed
Church Safeguarding Policy document released by the Church of England, there
are a number of procedural aspects that we are working to put into place.
Ongoing Recommendations/Projects:
Set up an electronic single register for all church officers and volunteers who have
dealing with children or vulnerable adults - Mandy and Alastair are in the process
of implementing an online congregation database.
• Ensure the church’s data protection arrangements remain compliant
• Ensure all church officers/volunteers have a safe, encrypted, church email
account and that all church communication takes place via this method only
• Ensure that Risk Assessment Templates for all church activities involving
children or vulnerable adults are completed by group leaders.
• Ensure all parish forms, letters etc are on church headed paper
• Promoting Safeguarding and Safeguarding Training, including putting up "Safe
Church Posters" with key contact details in Garden Hall, Vestry and Fellowship House.
Pauline Bakker
Deanery Synod Report
Alistair McGregor, John Bright, and Neal Harvey have served as your Merton
Deanery Synod representatives during the past twelve months. Charlotte Ennis
was an ex-officio member of Deanery Synod due to her role as Diocesan Synod
representative for the Deanery, until her resignation due to ill health in June 2016.
Since the last annual meeting Merton Deanery has meet three times. In May,
Priscilla Chadwick was confirmed as deanery representative for Bishop Gilpin
School and we received a presentation from the organisation “Merton against
Trafficking”.
At the October meeting it was announced that the Reverend Leslie Wells had
been appointed Area Dean in succession to the Reverend Richard Lane. We received a presentation from Catch 22, a national organisation specialising in working
with young people with substance abuse issues, and from the Reverend Richard
Sewell on the Diocese’s links with the diocese of Matabeleland in Zimbabwe. We
received a report on the proceedings of the Diocesan Synod, and the accounts for
the deanery which showed a residual surplus of £997. Pat Rose announced her
intention to stand down from her role as deanery secretary.
In January it was announced that Sally Bisson had been appointed Deanery Secretary, and The Rector was welcomed to her first Merton Deanery Synod. The main
item for the evening was a presentation from Adrian Greenwood, lay chair of
Southwark Diocesan Synod, and the Deaneries Advisory Group. His theme was
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that Deaneries offer a way to demonstrate partnership in the Gospel, and a way to
celebrate the enrichment of diversity and, with the eight requirements of his vision
for Deaneries, a challenge to make Merton Deanery a viable centre for of Mission
and Ministry. There was a small group discussion session, feedback and questions
and answers. We were informed that the Parish Support Fund was on target for
2017.
It was announced that following the resignations of Peter Haddock and Charlotte,
elections to the Diocesan Synod on behalf of the Deanery, would take place at the
May meeting, following the Deanery Synod elections.
This is the end of the three year cycle of Deanery Representation. Elections must
be held to renew the Synod. We are allocated 2 of the 8 places allocated to the
Wimbledon Team Ministry. Alastair McGregor who has served for two synods,
wishes to step down, having moved away from the area. He deserves our heartfelt
thanks for his contribution. Neal Harvey and John Bright have signalled their intention to seek re-election.
Neal Harvey

With various services and home communions taking place, there are routinely 1012 small items per week to be washed, ironed correctly, and returned ready for
reuse. The additional credence table cloths and the fine linen for the three altars
can be challenging, due to wine and wax. The biggest problem this year was been
the demise of our regular starch brand. The replacement is not so easy to use.
As there were no last minute panics, it appears the 6 person linen team did their
work efficiently and successfully throughout 2016.
Mary Ann Turnbull
Silver Cleaning

Thank you to the team of ladies, Alison Neilson, Rebecca Mackenzie, Sonia Lodge,
Laura Camerer Cuss, Melanie Fripp and Rosie Barbour, who act as sacristans,
keeping the communion silver clean and polished and preparing them for communion each week."
Alison Neilson

Pastoral Care
Youth and Family Worker’s Report
What a year 2016 was?! We remained very busy in the vacancy, with all of our
activities continuing and growing and we have started 2017 in the same way. The
diary is full of lots of really good events and activities for all age groups and our
work here remains positive and dynamic.
TODDLER PRAISE
Toddler Praise continues to be a wonderful start to Wednesday mornings, and we
have a team of committed volunteers, coordinated by Ali McGrath, who take it in
turns to tell the stories during the worship at Toddler Praise. Our piano is played
by Mark Underwood and we are grateful to him for his support. The children love
the freedom to explore church, and it is a real joy to see them engaging with the
stories, songs and prayers. They then enjoy the toys in Garden Hall afterwards,
while the parents and carers seem to appreciate the coffee and the fellowship. This
is a really friendly group; the list of attendees grows ever wider, and it’s a great
way to get families involved in St Mary’s life. There are regular outings for the children, to Deen City Farm, Morden Hall Park and the Isabella Plantation and the
occasional child-free evening in the pub too!
FRIDAY PEOPLE
Friday People continues to run from 7.30-8.30pm every other week, and although
lots of the regulars are choristers, and come to Fellowship House straight from
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Linen 2016

Church Cleaning
There are four volunteer teams and we are responsible for cleaning the church
once a week on Fridays.
Ideally each group is made up of four volunteers and each group will clean once a
month. The floors are cleaned professionally but all other cleaning/tidying is done
by the volunteers. Normally the cleaning schedule is completed in about an hour
by each volunteer. There are two lists of cleaning tasks – one lists the “must do’s”
and the other is more extensive. If someone finds themselves alone or with one
other then there is usually only time to complete the “must do” list.
I was told a while ago that I could claim for cleaning products (e.g. polish, dusters
etc.) but I am very happy to supply these. Often another volunteer will buy polish
etc. if it runs out.
Cleaning times can be flexible to a point and there are times when someone cleans
on a Thursday instead of a Friday. I urge people to try and swap their cleaning day
if unable to do their assigned day. However, two cleaners are usually enough to do
an efficient clean. After cleaning, tasks completed are ticked off on a list posted on
the back of the cleaning cupboard door in the west porch. The three month cleaning rota and task list is posted behind the cleaning cupboard door.
Naturally from time to time a volunteer leaves and then I post a recruitment advert in the weekly newsletter. It is not always easy to find volunteers but I emphasise the social side (we are a friendly bunch) and the beauties of our church, not to
mention a gentle workout for free!
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We need to organise the day outing and confirm the arrangements John is proposing for the autumn weekend. The striking competition this year will be at Wimbledon on Saturday September 16th starting at about 5pm. We also need to choose a
warm dry evening for the barbecue.
Lawrence Davies
Flowers
Another busy year for those dealing with the flowers. In addition to the usual festivals of Christmas, Easter and Harvest (when flowers are also required for the tables at the Lunch), 12 weddings, 7 funerals and memorial services, there were
“specials” saying “thank you” to Mary as she left us, “welcome” to Mandy as she
joined us, and one to celebrate Mickey and June King’s Golden Wedding.
Our ranks were swelled during the year by the arrival of two very welcome new
recruits. Carolyn continued her sterling work of ensuring that the rota worked
properly and that hands were always available to do what was necessary. This includes leaving at 5.00am to head for Covent Garden to buy flowers and greenery,
preparing, arranging, watering, de-slugging greenery buckets and disposing of old
oasis and other rubbish. It will be noted that the arranging of flowers is in fact the
culmination, and far from the major part, of our work.
It is perhaps worth drawing attention to the fact that there is no budget for flowers, or anything associated with them, in the Church finances. Labour is, of course,
free but the cost of the flowers themselves, and associated items, are met entirely
from what is earned from weddings and funerals. Members of the congregation
may notice that from time to time on an “ordinary” Sunday the flowers may look a
little tired. This is because the budget has been stretched by the absence of opportunity to earn. The very perceptive may also have spotted that on non-special occasions, for both cost and labour reasons (it takes a good 4 hours to do), it has
been necessary to resort to artificial flowers in the sanctuary. To be honest it is
very difficult to tell from the pews that this is so. Does it matter? Is something
better than nothing?
It could be argued that the income source is damaged by the fact that brides (and
indeed their mothers) comment that the regular flowers are so lovely that perhaps
they don’t need anything else. We hope the 7 weddings so far booked for 2017
will, together with the little we have in the bank, provide us with income sufficient
to keep us afloat. It is for the congregation to decide whether or not flowers are
important all the year round, save in Lent and Advent, but it is necessary that if
they are wanted there should be understanding of the economics, and the considerable amount of time willingly given by volunteers, as well as tolerance of the
measures taken within these constraints to try to keep the Church gladdened with
flowers.
Sonia Elkin
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choir practice, we also
have quite a few children
who don’t go to choir first.
We fill our time with fun,
food, faith-based activities
and a lot of noise! This
particular group are also
very keen on drama. I have
some very dedicated parent volunteers but could
always do with more. We
spend the lovely summer
evenings playing in the field.
Friday People is wellattended, and our numbers
have gone up over this
year, but it is currently
almost all girls!.
RAFTERS
Rafters continues to meet
every Sunday night in term
time in Garden Hall. This
group has definitely grown
in number over this year,
and we can often have a Toddler Praise visit to Deen City Farm
dozen teenagers in attendance. We discuss faith-based issues, have some great
discussion, and take it in turns to provide food for one another. We also play
some great games. This year, we have had a pancake party, played games on the
field and in the churchyard, been to the cinema, and bowling at David Lloyd. We
also provided the breakfast after the 8am Easter Sunday Service which was absolutely lovely. Liz Johnson volunteers every week and I could not run Rafters, or
any of our special events without her. Alex Broad and Harry Master are also regular volunteer helpers too.

SPECIAL EVENTS
We continued to run our regular special events starting with the Family Fun Day
for our Patronal Festival. This is becoming an annual event after its success, though
we are looking at a name change for this year. It is a fantastic event, where the
church family can relax and get to know each other, and it also raised a substantial
amount for church funds. Martine and Graham Clarke were brilliant in helping to
plan this, and we had hordes of volunteers on the day. It was hard work, but great
fun and the sun shone on us all day.
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The Light Party was as well attended as ever, with over 60 children including those
from other churches, and other faiths, whose parents were looking for a Hallowe’en alternative. This is a very positive event and is firmly part of the Church calendar.
The Good Friday Children’s Workshop is also a really well-established event, and
is enjoyed by all ages. Sylvia and Lawrence Davies last year made the Easter Garden as part of that, and it is wonderful to watch children learning about Easter in
such creative ways, and interactive ways. This event for 2017 will be bittersweet
with the loss of Sylvia, but her family are keen to continue the Easter Garden tradition and we will do so in her memory.
The Dads’ Group, Dads Behaving Madly, continues to meet on the second Saturday of every month in Fellowship House. This nearly went into abeyance when
Chris Griffiths left us in the summer, but dedicated volunteers took this on and
the loyal Dads meet for coffee, bacon sandwiches and chat, while their children
play. This is a very important part of our ministry here at St Mary’s.
OTHER THINGS…
I continue to ‘run’ the Monday morning Bible study in the Rose and Crown. This is
lively, well-attended and a real highlight of my week. We have had quite a few new
members join us over the course of this year while the regulars continue to be
part of this lovely group. It is a real cross-section of life at St Mary’s and we have a
really good working relationship with the pub too (I think of it as our clubhouse!)
We follow a variety of teaching material and it is wonderful to learn and explore
our faith together.
I am part of the Faith Group at Bishop Gilpin, and meet regularly there. I am still
involved in leading collective worship, with the other clergy, and go into the
school, helping with lessons on RE Days. I also take the occasional assembly at
Willington School.
We prepared a group of children to receive Holy Communion last year and we
had a Confirmation group of 2 teenagers. I prepared these young people individually, during sessions in Costa in the village. The conversation and the hot chocolate
were great! The preparation sessions for both Communion and Confirmation are
lively and stimulating and I believe they are a vital part of our ministry.
I also meet regularly with young people as a mentor, which is a great privilege but
can be challenging too and my pastoral work as part of the team is also continuing
to grow.
Bethan Jenkins, the youthworker at St Mark’s was sadly made redundant this year
and so I have struggled to run the joint activity group, called Connect. However,
some of those young people have joined our other groups and we really hope to
develop more Parish-wide activities in the future.
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Seven of the ringers celebrating the successful ringing of the 1263 to celebrate Her
Majesty’s the Queens 63rd year as our sovereign.
were 1263 Stedman Triples to mark the 63rd year of the Queen’s reign and 1290
Stedman Triples and Cambridge Surprise Major to mark her 90 th birthday. Very
sadly Sylvia Davies, one of our longest serving ringers, died tragically in August and
we rang a date touch of 2016 Grandsire Triples in her memory.
We visited Hampshire for our summer outing and Dorset for our autumn weekend where we enjoyed beautiful scenery and sunshine.
Handbells were again rung at the start of the Christmas carol service and were
also rung at Sylvia’s funeral.
We have rung 6 quarter peals since the last AGM. This includes the successful
1263 of Stedman Triples and was the first of Stedman Triples by a local band for at
least 40 years. It was also Sylvia’s last quarter. Later in the year we rang a date
touch of Grandsire Triples in her memory. We rang Yorkshire Surprise Major
conducted by Tony Nunn as a farewell to Streatham for Mandy and a welcome to
Wimbledon. And last Sunday Adam rang the treble very well to Bob Minor for his
first quarter away from tenor.
The outing this year was to Hampshire ably organised by Irene. The autumn weekend was organised( including the lovely weather) by John and Bill to Dorset and
we were able to practice our ten bell ringing at Beaminster and Lyme Regis. We
entered both six and eight bell striking competitions at Betchworth. Despite the
bold move of ringing Cambridge Minor in the six bell we only managed second in
both competitions so had to relinquish the Pat Cannon trophy.
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singing in several of the chorales, something the regular congregation had become
used to doing on preceding Sundays at the 9:30 service. As ever, Andrew Lenon
has been a wonderful support as assistant organist (and, along with Bethy, accompanist of WYC) Colette is an excellent presence, musically and vocally, while
Catherine Porter has been an outstanding Chairman. Jason Ching has been a wonderful support in accompanying the 11:15 service on a regular basis, and WOC
(Wimbledon Oldies Choir)”
Max Barley
Chorister Annual Report
Although the level and quality of the singing has remained consistent from the
choristers, numbers have dropped over the last few months. This is for a number
of reasons; choristers moving out of the parish, starting secondary school and
starting other activities that clash with the Sunday morning services.
In an effort to address this, Max and I held a meeting with chorister parents on the
12th March. The general consensus from the parents was that it was difficult to
attend all of the 9.30 services on a Sunday. The numbers certainly support this, as I
often have the full complement of choristers on a Friday evening, then only 5 or 6
on any given Sunday. We have come up with a solution that seems to suit everyone. Choristers will sing at each of the services; 9.30, 11.15 and 6.30 once a month
with one Sunday free. I believe this will help to make our current choristers more
regular in their attendance.

We also discussed how to attract new members. It was felt that this new schedule
of services would be more attractive to potential members, but that a leaflet or
brochure advertising all we do in St. Mary’s would be useful. At the meeting, parents mentioned that activities such our trips to various cathedrals to sing evensong
and concerts throughout the year are something that would appeal to new members. I hope to design and print leaflets by the end of May so they are ready to
circulate in June. This means we could have some new recruits by the end of the
Summer term to start them off, then start properly in September.
Finally, we have discussed restarting the ‘Voice for Life’ programme. Again, it was
felt that it would encourage new recruits to join. The scheme covers music theory, anthem/psalm-singing and aural training. I am positive that this scheme will attract children that are not already involved in music as it will provide them with
music training in a more relaxed and fun environment.
Colette Boushell
Bell Ringing
We have continued to ring regularly on Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings
throughout 2016. Special ringing included a quarter peal after Mary’s final service.
Adam, Ros and Susannah, our three teenage ringers all took part. Other highlights
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LOOKING AHEAD
The work here is always dynamic and changing, yet we have a core group of young
people across all the age groups who are loyal to, and passionate about, St Mary’s.
I wish to continue our work with young people as we too explore what it means
to be disciples in Wimbledon. I also look forward to working with Mandy and
Yunghee as this year continues.
Catherine Linsley
Presiding, preaching, pastoral duties, pressure – A year in the life of a
Retired priest ??
I moved from St. Mark’s Wimbledon, 5 years ago when I was 70 because I wanted
to concentrate on quieter aspects of ministry. This last year hasn’t been quite like
that! With the retirement of Mary Bide in January 2016 and Chris Griffiths moving
to Suffolk in July St. Mary’s was well and truly in interregnum mode. How well
people rallied round encouraged by our Church Wardens and John Bush’s coloured coded spreadsheets informing us of visiting clergy. However our weekly
planning meetings at 8.15 a.m. on a Thursday morning did prove challenging. It was
good to work with Catherine Linsley our Senior Youth Worker, Johanna Hearn,
Reader, and Shara Leonard our Southwark Pastoral Auxillary.
I found myself presiding at the Eucharist and preaching more often – a privilege but
also demanding. On a smaller scale visits to Lee House Care Home, in Lancaster
Avenue, continued for their monthly Holy Communion service, again this is a very
special time and the residents do appreciate it.
I have been more involved in the Occasional Offices, officiating at Baptisms, had
the joy of officiating at Helen and Trevor Dean’s wedding and sadly attended or
officiated at funerals of members of the congregation. To be asked to visit a member of the congregation when they are very ill and to anoint them is very special.
Taking Holy Communion to housebound or sick members of the congregation is
an important part of pastoral care at St. Mary’s.
One other special ceremony took place last July and that was the Admission to
Holy Communion of Alice Jenkins, a young woman with Downs Syndrome, who
had been a member of St. Mary’s for a long time. What a pleasure it was preparing Alice to receive Holy Communion, how enthusiastic she was, and told all her
friends what was happening. She asked her family if they were excited that she was
to receive Holy Communion ??
Our Julian Meeting for contemplative silent prayer continued to thrive and attending the monthly meeting has been a priority. We have a different venue each
month and members of the group take it in turns to lead. The Quiet Day held at
St. Matthew’s in preparation for Lent – From Wilderness to New Life – was well
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supported with people coming from different churches in the Deanery. This is the
type of work I would like to develop.
Hopefully now we have our new Rector Mandy Hodgson in post, and the prospect
of another full-time priest being appointed, together with Yunghee Koh’s Ordination as a Deacon in July, I will be able to relinquish some of my responsibilities at
St. Mary’s and concentrate on quieter aspects of ministry.
Cynthia Jackson
Fountain Group
Our numbers increase steadily as Fountain Group members, Dementia Clinical
Nurses and our contact at Sacred Heart Memory Lane Club recommend carers of
the elderly and those with dementia to Fountain Group. Members say how much
they enjoy the relaxed atmosphere and privacy of a home and the opportunity to
be with others in similar situations to themselves. Some members like to continue
coming when they’re bereaved, there is a circle of care.
One quarter of Fountain Group members are not on the Electoral Roll of this
church. They live within the Wimbledon area, some are from other churches and
some have no church affiliation. We have links with St Johns, St Marks and St Matthews and are grateful for the encouragement we receive from the Team clergy.
Fountain Group is in touch with a number of local charities, organisations and Sutton and Merton Community Services and has been delighted to welcome a variety
of guests including Catherine Parry a specialist Parkinson’s Disease nurse from St
Georges Hospital, Shelley Lynch from Carers Support Merton and Jennifer Perry,
Assistant Practitioner Physiotherapist for Falls Prevention Service CLCH (Central
London Community Health Care).
Shara Leonard
Tuesday Lunches
Tuesday Lunches continue to be provided during term time. Thanks go to the
hosts who regularly offer hospitality to the older members of the congregation
and give them an opportunity to get out and socialise. Tuesday lunches raised
£2,732.14 for charity last year Please get in touch if you are able to offer hospitality on Tuesday lunchtimes from 12.30 - 1.30pm
Simone Tromans
Care Home Communion
There are 2 care homes in St. Mary’s area: Heathland Court and Lee House. During the year 11 services were held at Heathland Court with an average attendance
of 19 residents and 3 or 4 visitors. Each service included a Bible reading, short talk,
prayers and 3 hymns for which we were grateful for the piano playing of Mary Ann
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Turnbull and in her absence David Marsden. The rest of the team included Sarah
Colley whose singing is much appreciated and Communion Assistants Margaret
Swain, Anthony Gubbins and Jenny Michalacopoulos. Communion was offered to
all or a blessing for those who preferred this.
Communion was also occasionally taken to residents in their rooms if they were
unable to come to the service. Communion visits were also made to residents
outside the St. Mary’s patch if they were long term St. Mary’s members although
encouraged to attend any services offered by the local incumbent.
During the interregnum and after the departure of Chris Griffiths the services
were taken by either Johanna Hearn or on at least 2 occasions Revd Mary Hancock who kindly came to fill the gap.

Services are also held at Lee House, taken by Revd Cynthia Jackson
Jenny Michalacopoulos

Sunday Worship
Music
Members of the St Mary’s Choir might say that 2016/17 was another rather relentless year, as far as choir activities were concerned. We welcomed Bethy Reeves as
organ scholar in May 2016, Lizzie Robbings as soprano choral scholar in September, and Tom Ronayne as tenor choral scholar in January 2017. Their commitment
has all been superb: Bethy and Lizzie are already outstanding musicians, while Tom
is learning fast with his new tenor voice, having been a chorister (such progression,
from chorister to choral scholar, is pleasing) There have been several new adult
recruits to the choir. The choir enjoyed a successful exchange with a Bavarian
choir - the Isura-Madrigal-Chor, who came over in May for a joint evensong in
Southwark Cathedral and concert at St Mary’s. We had an excellent trip to Bavaria, staying by the Ammersee, singing a concert to a packed church in Geretsried,
and a Mass in a huge catholic church in Diessen-am-Ammersee. The trip also involved a visit to Mad King Ludwig’s castles and a good deal of lake swimming. This
was our first foreign trip, and has inspired us to organise a trip to West Cork in
July 2017, thanks to Adam and Sarah Gadd. As well as fine singing at the 9:30am
and 6:30pm services on a weekly basis, the choir sang beautifully at the fully candle
-lit carol service and at midnight mass in December 2016. Singing Durufle’s Requiem in St Mary’s and as part of the Brandenburg Choral Festival in St Sepulchre’s
Holborn were both special occasions, and a liturgical performance of Messiah in
December, directed by Martin Neary, was a great success. The start of 2017 has
focused on the mammoth task of learning Bach’s St Matthew Passion, culminating
in a wonderful liturgical performance on Palm Sunday, with outstanding players and
soloists. The service was especially successful because it involved the congregation
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